Service Request 14867

Prior Service Request 14856 requested the modifications needed to incorporate the following plans into the Consolidated Billing process:

- Employee-Paid
  - Supplemental Life
  - Basic/Expanded Dependent Life
  - Supplemental Disability
  - Accidental Death and Dismemberment

- University-Paid
  - Basic Life
  - Short Term Disability
  - Core Life

These modifications were issued in Release 1396 on February 26, 2002. Those modifications for Consolidated Billing, Phase II only included premiums that are readily identified with a coverage code for an employee. The premiums without a coverage code are marked as undefined by premium entries with an asterisk, question mark, or 000 in the coverage code. The Self-Billing Statements reflected premiums for the standardized (e.g., 090 days or 4X) coverage codes but did not include those premiums without known coverage codes.

Service Request 14867 asked for the display and inclusion of the premiums associated with the asterisk, question mark, and 000 onto the Self-Billing Statement. Their corresponding premium amounts follow the defined plan coverage codes on the Self-Billing Statement. The record format has not been affected.
Programs

PPP562
PPP562 reads the final Enrollment file from PPP561 and produces the PPP5622 Benefits Deduction Register, PPP5623 Self Billing Statement and the tab-delimited Self Billing Statement files. It has been modified to include the undefined codes in the PPP5623 Self Billing Statement reports and tab-delimited Self Billing Statement files for Life, Disability and AD&D.

Test Plan

An installation Test Plan is provided with this release.

Installation Instructions

1. Install the modified COBOL source for program PPP562.
2. DB2 pre-compile, compile and link batch program PPP562.
3. Bind the plan for program PPP562.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is Not Urgent. However, campuses are urged to install this release as soon as possible to minimize missing payments due to/from the carriers for the undefined entries.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Phil.Thompson@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0468.
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